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“…[W]e are making airway
management safer. What
remains to be studied is
which advances in airway
management have an im
pact on patient safety events.”
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providers simply fatigued in their
self-reporting of difficult airway
events. Second, the study population was in one healthcare system
with a predominantly care-team
model. It is not clear whether
results would be reproducible
in other care settings or regions.
However, the inclusion of 16 sites
within the network helps validate
their findings. Third, there was
no single intervention during the
study period that could be related
to a negative deflection in the rate
of events. Therefore, we are left
with a poor understanding of what
changes we can apply to our practice to expect similar improvement
in safety. Finally, the primary outcome of difficult or failed intubation, although relevant, does not
inform whether we have made real
impact on the most concerning
associated events of anoxic brain
injury or death.
The observational study
design chosen for this study
enabled the group to research
rare events that are difficult to investigate in a prospective
randomized design. Observational data from registries
and large data sets remain an effective tool to compare
interventions to their associated outcomes. Work from
the American Society of Anesthesiologists closed claims
data set helped us determine that multiple attempts at
intubation are associated with poor patient outcomes.4
Other observational studies have similarly informed the
anesthesia community about strategies to manage the
difficult airway. The United Kingdom’s 4th National
Audit Project was an enhanced observational study that
prospectively examined airway management procedures
across the country to capture key events in difficult airway
management.5 This study group highlighted that poor airway planning, problems with aspiration, and failed rescue surgical airway management are important areas for
attention. Subsequent edits to the Difficult Airway Society’s guidelines for the management of the unexpected
difficult intubation now address these observations.6 The
Multicenter Perioperative Outcomes Group based in the
United States has described the rare event of combined

RACHEAL intubation is a
critical procedure that unites
anesthesiologists as the definitive
experts in the field of medicine.
Not surprisingly, difficult airway management is the primary
patient safety concern among
anesthesiologists.1 Decades ago,
the introduction of pulse oximetry
and end-tidal CO2 were associated
with a reduction in respiratoryrelated anesthetic death and brain
damage.2 In this issue of ANESTHESI3
OLOGY, Schroeder et al. shed light
on recent trends in difficult airway
management. Their findings suggest that we are making airway
management safer. What remains
to be studied is which advances
in airway management have an
impact on patient safety events.
The authors retrieved data
from a quality improvement database to determine rates of difficult intubation (more than three
attempts) or failed intubation
(requiring surgical airway or wake
up) across multiple community
practices spanning a recent 14-yr period. Their primary question examined whether the rate of difficult or failed intubation decreased over time. They investigated an impressive
421,581 intubation procedures. During this time frame, they
observed a steady decline in difficult or failed intubation and
a fourfold decrease from the early period (2002 to 2009) to
the late period (2009 to 2015) of the investigation. They
offered a useful join-point analysis to determine inflection
points of this decline. These findings are novel because they
inform the community that we can, in fact, make a difference. Advances in intubation techniques and focus on human
factors are unstudied interventions that may have influenced
this observed difference. A dissection of the research design
can help further inform the impact of these findings.
The study has some important limitations that have been
appropriately addressed by the authors. First, despite a concerted effort to validate the self-reported database against
anesthesia records, it remains possible that reporting patterns
changed during the study period because it is impossible to
confirm that every difficult intubation was appropriately
captured. The study design leaves open the possibility that
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difficult bag-mask ventilation and difficult tracheal intubation.7 Predictors were identified and a description of
successful airway management strategies were provided to
help us better anticipate and manage this event. These
important studies have informed the airway management community, but the study by Schroeder et al.3 takes
another important step forward to inform the community
that we are doing better.
So, why are we doing better? The most notable change
during the study period has been the incorporation of
video laryngoscopy during airway management. Several
well designed studies have now confirmed that video
laryngoscopy results in an improved intubation success
rate for patients at risk of failure with direct laryngoscopy.8–11 Video laryngoscopy is also used most commonly
to rescue failed direct laryngoscopy and is associated
with a higher rescue success rate than alternative techniques.12 These findings make it clear that when video
laryngoscopy is feasible, it can serve to reduce the number
of intubation attempts. With the growth of video laryngoscopy, there has likely been an associated decrease in
the performance of awake flexible techniques. The airway management community remains concerned that
our skill set has degraded with awake flexible techniques
and that we have put our patients at risk by relying on
video laryngoscopy. Although the study by Schroeder et
al.3 did not compare the relative performance of airway
management techniques, it appears that overall safety has
improved in the era of video laryngoscopy. Future comparative investigations of intubation techniques stand to
further inform how we may improve patient safety in airway management.
Perhaps the most important advance in airway management has been the training of anesthesiologists in
emergency management skills. Residency training, initial board certification, and maintenance of certification in anesthesiology in the United States now require
some form of crisis management training, often in the
environment of simulation. I think we would all agree
that attention to the medical decisions that occur during difficult airway management makes a difference in
patient outcomes. Research has identified human factors as a key component of failed airway management
and emphasized the need to focus on training. 5,13 We
have heeded the call to plan for difficult airway management, reduce the number of attempts at tracheal
intubation, call for help early, avoid target fixation, and
rehearse algorithms. Future research should study which
elements of training in human factors can improve
safety events. Interestingly, one of the most passionate
calls for improvement in human factors training in airway management came from a voice outside of medicine. Martin Bromiley lost his wife Elaine, the mother
of his two children, to failed airway management in
2005. Instead of focusing on anger and blame, he made
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a call to anesthesiologists to be reflective about how
they make decisions during difficult airway management through debriefing and learning. 14 Mr. Bromiley,
I hope that you find some comfort that your voice has
been heard and perhaps we have moved to make airway
management safer.

Michael F. Aziz
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Lyin’ with a Lion: Deceptive Advertising for “Vitalized Air” Anesthetics

Soon after earning his D.D.S. in 1891 from the Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Dr. Charley D. Richey set up practice
in York, Pennsylvania. From Ohio dentists, Richey had mastered how to extend nitrous oxide’s anesthetic duration by
supplementing it with trace amounts of alcohol and chloroform. By concealing his anesthetic’s identity as “vitalized air”
(bottom), he could reassure patients that they were not receiving nitrous oxide—the gas that many feared after reading
press reports about laughing gas mishaps. “Vitalized air” reigned as a king of American dental anesthetics in the 1890s,
so perhaps it made sense that Richey used the “king of beasts” (above) on one of his trade cards advertising the gas
mixture. (Copyright © the American Society of Anesthesiologists’ Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology.)
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